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the main theorem that I hope to get to is 

 

joint with Ryan Blair 

 

and um - I won't actually say a lot about morse two functions themselves I won't do technical things with 

them but  

the- the point of this talk is really twofold I wanna show kind of a very  - 

very concrete application for the machinery 

that comes from stable maps of morse two functions or whatever you'd like to call them 

I think in the literature on three manifolds they're usua lly stable maps 

but it's up for decision it seems 

so a concrete application for these things 

in three manifolds 

and I also wanna talk a little bit about 

thin position and its relationship with morse functions 

and maybe pose what I think is an interesting open question in in morse two functions that generalises 

some ideas from thin positions 

so I'll give you a little historical background on thin positions 

since the audience here is somewhat diverse 

so the first appearance of thin position was in work of <name> 

thin position for knots in s three  

Steve Gaba? 1987? 

and it was part of the proof of the property r conjecture 

so Gaba really developed this as like an ad-hoc tool as a goal to prove this conjecture 

after that it was taken up by <name> and Thompson and adaped to three manifold so 

so thin position for three manifolds appeared (Schirlemann Thompson) 

in 1994 

and really incorporating ideas about weak theories of Heegard splittings um  

let's see 

by <name> Gordon 

this had some really natural beautiful properties that really weren't apparent in the Gabai  thin position 

and so 

and so the ideas from here were taken and reapplied to knots and more generally to 



like a pair m t when m is a three manifold 

and t is an embedded one manifold 

by hiashi and shimakawa 

that's in 2001and then there's a bunch of spin-offs of thin position there's circular thin position by 

<names> there's thin position for a pair of three manifold and a graph by Taylor and Tamova and then  

and then there there are a bunch of spin-offs of thin position there's circular thin position by <names> 

there's thin position for a pair of three manifold and a graph by Taylor and Tamova  

and then maybe I'll mention axiomatic thin position 

thin position 

and that's something that Jesse/Jessie wrote down 

a few years back (Johnson ’10) 

which kind of gives a a very broad framework that emcompasses 

a lot of these um 

past thin positions 

but maybe not really Gabai thn position and that's somehting that's 

that's certainly not unexpected I mean 

in a blog post Jesse says thin position's more of a philosophy than anything else so 

when Gabai did this he wasn't trying to define a philosophy he was trying to prove something of course  

I mean now I d- people like me just take thin position as a beautiful thing in and of itself and try to prove 

things about it right this is kinda how math sometimes seems to work  

and the other thing I should say is that I don't know if I have the historical perspective right this is I was 

like two years old when this happened so 

if I'm there are there are people far more qualified to talk about the history than I am in this audience so 

please feel free to jump in if you <inaudible over laughter> 

alright so um 

I'm gonna make some definitions pertaining to three manifold thin position not because I'm gonna use it 

but just because it it motivates kind of why the theorem is interesting  

that I'm gonna show and and some of the the philosophy ideas of thin positions so 

starting with the Heegaard splitting 

so m is a compact oriented three manifold 

and a Heegaard splitting 

of m is a decomposition 

as two decompression bodies  

m is v u  

w along sigma where v w 



are compression bodies 

and sigma is the positive boundary of d (V = d. W) 

and of course is m is closed then you can take these to be handle bodies  

and so I like to draw a schematic diagram of this and so this is where it 

closed m 

 

this is my two handle bodies here v w sigma surface 

and really what this this diagram is representing is like a morse function right 

rather there's a family of morse functions but you consider 

a projection to some vertical axis h 

as we have one index 0 critical point 

and one index 3 critical point 

 

some number of index one critical point separated by the Heegaard surface so we  

so we can view the Heegaard surface 

sigma 

as a level set 

of morse function 

where h separates 

index one and  

two coordinate points 

 

and of course there are kind of analagous schematic diagrams when you have a compact manifold but  

you draw it maybe like this where d is a handle body 

and w is a compression body or  

you can maybe get two compression bodies here 

n and w 

and again when I draw this there's some sort of implied morse function and maybe an implied family of 

morse functions 

 

thinner kind of means lower genus yeah it or you know 

um yeah 

 



and so they're really 

yeah. yes. Thinner means lower genus but 

but really this is uh 

 

this is kind of the key restriction that um 

what happened here at this step is the removal of this restriction 

you know the <name> surfaces are nice because you get two handle bodies but maybe  

it makes more sense not to separate the index one and two critical points if you don't have to 

so there are a few different classifications of Heegard surfaces based on 

the way that compressing disks intersect 

 

so for instance we say a Heegard surface sigma  

is reducible 

if there exists some curve 

gamma and sigma which 

bounds disks 

in both v and w  

rght and if m 

is um ah 

irreducible three manifold 

then reducible 

implies stabilised 

and so from the Morse theory perspective what this just means is that you have some Morse function 

right 

and there's a - here 

cancelling pair 

of um index one and two 

critical points 

o the goal of thin position is really to take some arbitrary Morse function or splitting like this 

nd stretch it out to make it the least complexity and see what that tells us about the the topology of the 

space 

so you see that sigma is 

weakly reducible 



if (exists) there's this two curves disjoint curves 

 

gamma v and gamma w in sigma 

which bound this on either side 

bound disks 

in sigma v and w 

OK so this is weaker than being reducible 

and then the final distinction (sigma) is strongly irreducible 

sometimes you'll follow the disjunct property maybe 

otherwise 

so if the Heegaard surface is strongly irreducible if any two curves <inaudible> on opposite sides then 

they have to intersect  

and so let me talk about 

what a weakly reducible surface looks like from the  

perspective of a morse function 

 

sure yeah 

yeah thankyou 

alright so if we have a weakly reducible splitting 

let's just say for the sake of argument that 

the genus of this splitting is three 

three index one critical points and my three index two critical points 

 

and I can ch choose then so that these three critical points correspond to the handles 

you know i can mess around so that um 

sigma or- gamma v and gamma w are not separating so they correspond to handle additions so  

 

what this means is I can kind of slide things past each other 

there's a - a one <inaudible> family of Morse functions that takes the two handle below a one handle 

 

so I get here 

 

is this schematic diagram 



I've taken one of these critical points pushed it down 

 

taken the other one pushed it above 

 

and so I 

see this picture in a three manifold 

where again I have this natural projection 

 

so I have an index 0 two index 1 one index 2 two index 1 one more index 2and then finally an index 3 

and so I can in this case catalogue the genera of these surfaces 

(212) 

 

Oh! Thankyou 

 

much better. now it makes sense 

alright. and so this 

kind of decomposition has a name too it's called the generalised Heegaard splitting 

so a generalised Heegaard splitting 

is a decomposition of the following form 

m is maybe I'll label these to correspond so this is 

c1 minus 

c2 c1 plus 

c2 minus 

c2 plus and I'll call these surfaces maybe sigma 1  

sigma 2 and s 1 

and so I have this decomposition this alternating sequence of decompression bodies  

glued along positive boundaries and negative boundaries 

m is c 1 minus u sigma 1 c 1 plus u s 1 etcetera u s n minus 1 c n minus u sigma n c n plus 

where you have a bunch of submanifolds m sof i equals c one minus 

c sof i <muttering> 

c sof i plus is a Heegaard splitting 

and this process is called untelescoping 

 



and you know you can think of a telescope I think of an accordion right you take the the manifold and 

grab it and you stretch it as far as you possibly can 

and we'll say that this is locally thin 

 

if um 

each surface in <inaudible> is strongly irreducible 

 

and it it turns out it doesn't matter but it yeah you can sure in the compression body 

and so the the kind of big theorem 

of <name> and Thompson in this regard 

is that 

now it's in two parts 

so if uh 

 

I won't write it out but if a generalised   

Heegard splitting 

is locally thin 

so we know something about these sigmas which we call sorry I should've said this the sigmas <survies?> 

are called thick surfaces 

where the thickness refers to the genus and s <survies?> 

are the thin surfaces 

so if all the thick surfaces are strongly irreducible 

in fact we can say something about the thin surfaces 

so then all thin surfaces 

are essential 

so that's the first part and the second part 

(Any) 

incompressible and not boundary (d) parallel 

 

so we can do the same thing I mean I've - I've drawn this picture of the <inaudible> three mannifold 

and if we have boundary we're gonna assimilate the boundaries 

 

no, not necessarily. I mean the - certainly the genus of that size will be less than what you started with but 

it's - it's kind of  



yeah the genus will not I mean if you started with   

this was genus 5 and in this picture this will be genus three and so  

 

yeah it doesn't really give you much information about the the generated thin surfaces except that they're  

less than or equal or well I guess strictly less than what you started with there 

alright and any Heegaard splitting 

um telescopes 

to a locally  

thin 

<inaudible> 

so - so this is really nice. Because  

you know a priori a Heegaard surface is not necessarily useful 

but essential surfaces are great and uh Haim talked about that yesterday and strongly irreducible surfaces 

behave in some way a lot like essential surfaces they  

are topologically minimal in the sense of Dave <name>  

they satisfy the restrictions that allow you to intersect two of them in essential loops they're really kind of 

nice topologically 

so what this machinery says is that  

you always have this alternating collection of interesting useful surfaces topologically  

in the 3 manifold 

and and it gives us what I consider to be the central tenet of the philosophy of thin position  

which is that thin surfaces 

are essential 

and and and so all of these 

things encompassed by axiomatic thin position this this  

is true you have to tweak the definitions a little bit 

en you deal with say one manifold 

that there's some sort of generic things you rule out but  

but with with a little technical modification 

this this is one of your your main beliefs if you  

believe in thin position I guess 

and so 

 



a natural question that uh people thought about is  

what about 

this Gabai thin position 

the thing (What) about Gabai thin position is that it has kind of a less <inaudible>technical definition it's 

more combinatorial so in some way  

it's it'd easier to define it's kind of nicer to picture 

um and and so maybe it would be really great if 

even though it's not axiomatic it still exhibited some of these properties 

um so let me define that and I'll start with a bridge split 

so now I'm gonna switch to the context of  

one manifolds in n three manifolds 

so m again is <inaudible> a compact oriented three manifold 

and t is an (c M) embedded one manifold  

so there's a totally analagous concept to a Heegard splitting called a bridge splitting 

and and maybe I'll say it just in terms of Morse functions cause  

I think that's a little bit easier 

so a 

surface sigma in m 

which is transverse to t 

is a bridge surface 

a bridge splitting surface 

if there exists a 

uh Morse function 

h uh and m (R s. t.) 

h that um 

let's see. sigma 

is a  

Heegard splitting or Heegard surface 

for m um 

and h restricted to t is also a Morse function 

and sigma is a level set  

which 

separates 



minima and maxima (at h <sub> T) 

so you have a Morse fucntion on your pair 

it spearates index 1 and index 2 critical points and it also separates minimum and maximum 

of the knot or it could be a collection of arcs or 

or you could have a tangle, whatever. so 

I mean your classic example is a bridge here but 

 

this obviously emcompasses 

quite a bit more than a bridge here ?  

suppose your trefoil's a two-bridge knot  

you got your bridge here I'll draw this plane 

is this this s two 

 

which which cuts the  

the the trefoil into two <inaudible> arcs? 

right and you can see this natural morse function again 

two maximum two minimum 

and so 

 

once again as with three manifolds you don't necessarily need to separate you the critical points based on 

index 

and this is kind of the motivation for this Gabai thin position which 

in fact I could've just defined combinatorially 

but I think it's better this way because now maybe you see a little of 

why it's useful 

the first time I saw this it just looked totally kind of contrived 

anyway. alright  

<mumbling> 

(Gabai thin position) 

so you take a knot 

in s three and let 

h be the collection of morse functions (:{h S^3 ->) 

uh  



r such that h has two critical points 

um and 

h restricted to K 

is Morse in um 

I'm also gonna require that the minima and maxima of h restricted to k occur at different levels 

alright 

and I will enumerate my critical values 

critical values of h restricted to k 

 

call them zero c one 

up to c n 

and choose 

 

regular values 

(EXPRESSION, c r c r c r c) 

between each consecutive pair of critical values 

and define 

(w(h) = <Ʃ>|h(ri)nk|) 

the width of the Morse function just to be 

the sum taken over all the regular values of 

the intersection of level sets 

so this this gives you a complexity on the morse function 

and i and i'll write maybe an example out 

so we have a specialised Morse function on s three we're not allowing one or two handles we just have 

the standard picture 

and we have a Morse function on the knot 

and and maybe I will draw a picture here 

 

this may be my granny knot 

 

Morse functions projection to a vertical axis 

 

I enumerate all the critical values 



I pick regular values and I look at the number of intersections of a regular level set  

 

of the knot, count them and I add them up 

(number and sum) 

so the width of this particular presentation of the granny knot is fourteen 

and then the thin position 

 

is defined to be uh 

 

the some function h 

which 

minimises the width 

of h over this entire collection 

so in fact this this is thin position (H) 

of the granny knot and it's with this fourteen 

the number itself is not really that consequential but 

 

you can maybe see how this is related to the pictures that we were drawing of generalised Heegard 

splittings I can draw a schematic diagram here as well  

 

where instead I 

count the number of intersections right and label them  

with four two four 

 

and it turns out that the sort of the intermediate levels don't really matter 

you could um still mess around with the numbers and realise that 

if I just know the widths of these surfaces  

 

that again we call thick and thin surfaces (thick thin thick) 

then you can figure out the width of the overall presentation 

and so this this is it this is Gabai thin position.  

are there any questions at this point?  

 



 

exactlyyeah 

so there are a couple moves you could imagine 

and they're very easy to draw if you have a  

minimum and a maximum that can be isotoped past each other 

well you do it and it's a fairly simple calculation to show that this is  

the width (reduces w(h)) 

and then the other move of course is if you have a  

minimum and a maximum that cancel  

and then you can sorta straighten that out and this also which reduce this  

(reduces w(h)) 

but it turns out that in fact just doing these moves is not quite enough so I'll mention that that  

locally thin is not that that useful in fact I'm probably gonna write that now 

(Thm (Z)) 

so this is a an example that I produced as a graduate student 

there are infinitely many non trivial locally thin presentations of the unknot 

so this is maybe not not so good from a naturality standpoint 

 

I have slides at the end if I make it there 

and I and I'll show you a picture. It'd take a little while to draw. 

but yeah they they exist and so 

you really don't want this to happen and stuff like this doesn't happen in axiomatic thin position so this is 

maybe the first sign that Gabai thin position is  

more subtle and more technically challenging in some ways  

 

but but there are some good signs that 

that that this thin position you know 

has properties shared with axiomatic thin position  

for instance 

this theorem of Abbey (Thompson ’97) 

says that if uh 

the thin position  

of k  



has a thin level 

so you have a presentation and there's some way where a minimum has been dragged above a maximum I 

guess 

then the exterior k continues an extension of an essential surface 

um so again I don't know exactly how the cronology worked but I would assume that  

you know that you get this natural result from thin position of three manifolds 

um reexamine Gabai thin position 

and found this but I dunno I I  

 

yes 

 

yeah let me draw it so 

 

with the schematic diagrams. This is the schematic diagram maybe  

this is a five bridge knot. so this is  

a thick level  

 

so a thin level is one that is a relative minimum in terms of intersections of the knot  

 

it could be in thin position and just look like that or 

 

 

 

or we could take this and  

possibly there's some isotopy here which just gives us 

eight six eight so this would be thick thin thick  

and so recall in the three manifold world thin levels are essential 

so what this says is that if there's a thin level in thin position then there's an essential surface somewhere 

which can you kinda get by messing around 

 

yeah exactly so 

 

yeah equivalently thin position is not equal to bridge position 



where bridge position is this embedding where you're separating minima and maxima and you minimise 

the number of minima and maxima 

and then this result was strengthened by <name> (Thm) Wu 

in 05 

who proved that um 

similar hypotheses so if there's a thin level then  

then the thinnest thin level 

is essential 

in the exterior (E(F)) 

so so what this means is maybe you have this 

 

this is thin position  

something like this 

 

6 4 10 8 

rght so suppose I have some knot whose schematic of thin position looks like this 

well Wu's theorem says that this level is in fact an essential surface 

so if <inaudible> a four punctured sphere that you get by intersecting this regular set with the 

complement of a knot 

 

yeah I think so it's funny all of this is done for  

is really done for knots. and I'm not sure why that is 

any any insight? 

 

 

 

 

so that's a good question then and I don't I don't know  

conceivably 

 

 

yeah so this this yeah 

 



yeah 

right  

the idea I believe is taking your thin surface and then maximally compresing it.  

that's that's pretty much it 

and and and so this this says there's a thing surface and moreover you see it 

as a level surface with respect to the Morse function 

 

no sorry it's meridinal I believe so 

so it has 

 

 

yeah in s three if you have a meridinal <inaudible> surface 

 

alright. so this looks promising, right 

maybe you hoped that all thin levels were essential and that would be some progress made but it turns out 

that we can't hope for a result as strong as in the three manifold case 

so this is the main theorem (Blair-Z) 

is that there are infinitely many knots 

which have uh (w/) compressible thin levels 

so I I can actually draw these or I can kind of draw them 

I can draw them with some empty boxes that we have to fill in  

but they look like this 

 

ok 

so this is supposed to be a knot 

 

and in these boxes have to fill them in with 

sufficiently complicated braids 

and uh well this is kind of actually a really happy accident but 

this schematic corresponds to this knot only because I think about it a while 

right do you see that we have a inaudible> thick surface<inaudible> six 

<inaudible> thick surface <inaudible> six 

so a thin surface with with four 



whch is well I'm gonna claim that this is thin position so the proof is to show 

we need to show that this is thin position 

pictured 

so there's a thick sruface of width  ten 

here's a thin surface of width eight 

and then a thin surface of width ten 

so supposing this is thin position well Wu's theorem tells us it's incompressible 

but it tells us nothing about this surface and in fact  

you can see kind of this obvious 

compression right this is a 

a level curve which bounds a disk 

which anyway 

so it's it's clearly compressible the real difficulty here is showing that this is thin position and this is where 

the technology coming from Morse two functions comes in 

so alright I need to make a few more definitions before  

I state the machinery that we're using 

 

Yeah, yeah. and in fact in this Hashishi Makawa thin position  

for one manifolds and three manifolds the same thing is true 

but there a thin position would look different and the fundamental difference is that  

with their Morse function you're allowed to have disconnected level sets in s three  

and and and and that's the 

I mean there's there's there's an easy fix right 

you just compress along this disk and kind of split it  

and then you get some really nice picture with  

you know maybe it'll help that that  

the one that you can draw is yeah 

 

yeah that's right 

 

 

there is yeah, yeah. so this is 

 



well yeah so so so if you if you allow your Morse function to be a little more varied on s three  

so if I say OK um remember <name>'s thing I  um we  

we require that there are two critical points 

but if you allow there to be some more critical points then you get some disconnected level sets in s three 

then in fact the machinery goes through 

yep alright so  

let's say that sigma is a rich surface 

for (M, T) 

the m manifold and a one manifold 

by the way I should point out that with that schematic  

a thick surface is always a bridge surface for the the region between corresponding thin surfaces so  

there's some tangle here this is a bridge surface for that tangle some tangle there  

 

this is a bridge surface for that tangle some tangle down here with another bridge surface 

and so I'm I'm now gonna define the distance of a bridge surface 

so the  

so the disk and maybe I'll write it like this 

so I decomposed m t into this (=V, α) 

union all on sigma (U Ʃ (w,B)) 

where v union w is a Heegaard splitting 

and alpha and beta are what I call trivial arcs they're either vertical or boundary parallel 

nd so the disk set 

d sub v is the subset of  

the curve complex of (C (Ʃ <sub>T)) 

sigma cut along t really what I've got here is sigma sub t is equal to the sigma minus the <?> of t 

(EXPRESSION) 

so I wanna consider the surface with boundary 

so d sub v is a subset of um  

of cruves 

gamma which are essential curves 

in which (Ʃ <sub>T) bound disks 

in uh v with the neighbourhood of alpha removed (V-n(α)) 

and then d sub w is defined similarly 



and now uh this is some kind of it's it's produced a lot of kind of uh nice results in three manifolds 

and was first considered for knots by <names> 

you look at the distance between these two <?> sets so  

the distance of sigma is defined to be the 

distance etween the I guess the minimum distance sorry (EXPRESSION) 

the smallest distance (=nn) 

between gamma b  

and gamma w  (EXPRESSION) 

such that uh gamma be is in the disk set for v gamma w is in the disk set for w  

(EXPRESSION) 

so distance in some way um nicely generalises this production into reducible weakly reducible strongly 

reducible  

reductible Heegaard splitting has distance zero, weakly reducible has distance one or zero and strongly 

reducible has distance two or greater 

and uh in fact it gives us a lot more information  

I'm gonna make one more definition here before I can state this piece of macinery 

 

uh no i didn't so the curve complex there the curve graph right comes  

 

the edges are disjointed so the vertices are isotopy classes of simple closed curves  

and two curves are connected by an edge 

when they're disjoint and there's a natural metric on the from the vertex that's so that's distance metric 

complex 

ok and now another thing I need is a cut disk 

so a a cut disk is a  

one of these little technical tools that I mentioned that you have to incorporate when you're dealing with 

one manifolds in order to make all the thin position stuff work 

it's kind of like a the special version of the compressing disk  

um for a knot 

so a cut disk is a for some surface sigma 

which is embedded in m and transverse to t 

is a embedded disk  

disk  

d such that um let's see  



d intersects sigma  

is boundary d boundary d is an essential curve  (EXPRESSION) 

in sigma cut on t and then d intersects t exactly one time. (EXPRESSION) 

so it's kind of like a compressing disk that intersects the knot exactly once 

so the motivation for using these is you know you've probably seen this picture of compression right if 

you have a compressing disk for a surface you do surgery along the disk  

 

and you get some sort of simpler surface  

well when you when you have an embedded one manifold somtimes you have these tubes which uh  

stead of being disjoint from the knot go along the knot and so  

and so cut compressing which is surgery along a cut disk so this would be like a cut disk that intersects 

the knot once eliminates the possibility of these tubes 

 

those disks are not considered when you're looking at the disk set, no. In in fact  

I mean those disks are they're going to be relatively close 

to the disk set. I mean at most distance one away or somthing like that  

 

oh! right. of course 

yeah eyah the knot is still there the knot remains untouched 

 

alright so the the big heavy machinery we use  

is a theorem of Johnson <name> 

which says the following so suppose that 

we have some a manifold with an embedded one manifold contained in another manifold with 

((M,T)c(N,) 

let's call it 

let's just call it k 

 

<laughs> alright n j 

lright and uh  

et's see. let sigma 

be a bridge surface 

for um m t  

sigma prime is a bridge surface  



 

for 

n j 

and so what this says is it's gonna say something about how these bridge surfaces can interact 

h let's say I'm just gonna say under  

some reasonable technical hypotheses 

so you assume that these have large enough Euler characteristics it's not like a two ridge surface and you 

and you assume that the boundary of this is incompressible outside  

and you h\ave one of two things 

either the um the distance sigma is let's see less than or equal to two minus the Euler characteristic of 

<mumble> (EXPRESSION) 

or 

after compressions and cut compressions 

of and I guess isotopy 

(Ʃ ' Ʃ ' ') 

compressions and cut compressions of sigma prime 

ou get a surface 

sigma double prime so you cut compress this and it might give you a bunch of components 

one of them sigma double prime is isotopic 

to sigma in ( m-n(T)) 

#NAME?  

uh we got n I think I'll use my yellow again 

 

sigma prime j thankyou 

 

alright so I have n and I have some mass which is j  

this is n j  

and then inside I have m and j intersect m is t 

and so what the theorem tells us is that 

at some bridge surface here sigma if sigma's high distance you can see it kind of as a bubble of 

complexitycomplexity  

to steal a phrase from Jessie/Jesse 

so if i have some any other bridge surface sigma prime 



as it passes through here we pay the toll in one of two ways  

either the Euler characteristic of sigma prime sub j the negative characteristic gets very large 

or in fact sigma prime is some kind of generic modification of sigma 

it looks like sigma up to you know some number of compressions 

and and the proof 

this is where the Morse two functions come in  

and this basically relies heavily on this graphic 

and so each of these surfaces  yield a sweepout of a pair which is like Jessie/Jesse said here is like a Morse 

function 

you take the product and you look at the graphic of the singular set and this is what allows you to do this 

so this is really nice so so what what this does is it gives us a way to say what sufficiently complicated 

should be 

we get to build these pieces of my knot and  

and by by doing this complication we say well  

this has to be level this is like a has to be level situation or 

if I'm looking at some other position it's gonna have really large width 

because the way that these surfaces pass through have large Euler characteristic 

 

and there's a second part of this - maybe I'll call this part one 

which we also need - part two 

so if f is an essential separating meridinal surface 

in n minus the neighbourhood of j (in N-n(J)) 

then we can kinda treat f like we treated sigma prime over here 

so we have some similar conclusions 

either um the distance of sigma is less than or equal to two minus the Euler characteristic of f  

(EXPRESSION) 

or we have that um each component 

of f intersect 

n minus the neighbourhood of t (EXPRESSION) 

is boundary parallel (is d-parallel in m-n(T)) 

<muttering 

 

uh it intersects the knot transversely. so it's the surface 

considered in the exterior the boundary this neighbourhood <inaudible> so 



so of course this is precisely the same thing as this condition here 

this is kind of the incompressible surface version 

ou can't compress it but what it says is that  

the surface runs through this tangle rather inconsequentially 

it's gotta do something outside of the tangle  

so here you could see there'd be some tubes or some weird boundary parallel stuff 

alright 

so proof of the main theorem I'll just say couple words so I can get to the pictures  

so we knocl out 

most cases by choosing 

well I got this picutre again 

 

so the the proof is kind of an exhaustive argument a case by case analysis 

the width of the picture that I drew was seventy eight 

and so we just run through the different scenarios right (d(W)=78) 

and we and we assume that something is thin position 

we know that a thinnest thin position is essential right so 

so we can if we can categorise essential surfaces in one complement diagram? we can kinda push push 

stuff around  

and exhaust a few of these cases 

d so I'm gonna split this into three tangles 

and so this is b one t one 

 

this is b two t two 

then the rest 

despite not being ball? is b three t three 

just for simplicity right it's like a punctured ball 

s s two cross i 

alright so we choose 

uh bridge surfaces 

for let's see sigma sub i for d i t i 

such that the distance of sigma sub i is greater than twelve 



and usually how you do this is you take some power of <inaudible> and you kinda crank it up and you 

can 

show that that's like sufficiently high distance 

and so just by repated applications and some carful counting of intersections we can  

rule out most cases by applying this machinery but  

there's one place where it gets hard 

 

wel so this this this distance choice is 

 

what i meant by sufficiently complicated braids  

those will be braids so that the bridge surface has the same kind of bridge number that you see here 

so you can think of the bridge surface as really encoding information right there right 

so the troubling case  

and maybe I'll call these guys s one and s two these are four-punctures spheres 

so the troubling case is i function h prime 

which has two thin levels 

one which is isotopic to s one 

and one which is s one tubed to s two 

along k  

so it's not hard to show that s one and s two are essential in fact they're c essential they don't admit any 

cut disks 

however we can construct a bunch more incompressible surfaces by  

just tubing here along the knot 

you get another incompressible surface that's just a six-punctures sphere and those  

se present some difficulties so  

i think maybe at this point I will show my slides which give an idea of how this goes 

alright 

i almost made it alone 

oh by the way here's the 

the picture of the locally thin presentation 

as promised 

so this is the unknot which is actually pretty clearly an unknot 

because you can just grab this and drag it down and drag this and drag it up  



and it just collapses but the problem with this is that you can't do this without momentarily  

increasing width so this guy's locally thin and in fact  

if you stack them then that's locally thin and in fact if you stack this on any other picture of a locally thin 

presentation of some other knot  

then it's still locally thin so thi 

is kind of an issue 

alright 

so now we were we were given a gift by Jessie/Jesse <name> <name> 

back in December we were struggling with this last case we found an error in our proof 

and the main issue was that if you take this high-distance surface 

and give it a couple extra twists you know you turn into that braid a little bit 

there's no machinery to deal with what happens so we have no knowledge that that distance doesn't drop 

to zero and all of a sudden everything is lost  

and so um  

Jessie/Jesse and Johan proved the following 

this is a i should say highly twisted knot diagram  

so you these are just twist regions you have some number of vertical twists 

given by those parameters 

so the theorem 

Johnson and Mariah 

 

is the following 

you take sigma as the obvious bridge sphere 

for this particular flat presentation of the knot 

and the distance of sigma if i'm sorry if  

the a i js  

so if each of those boxes contain at least three twists 

um then the distance of sigma 

s equal to the scaling function of 

c n is the number of rows n  

k is like the number of plaits here (EXPRESSION) 

so 

so in this picture I have five plaits so I'm gonna choose some highly twisted diagram 



with n uh bigger than or equal to seventy two 

so these pictures are going to have lots and lots of crossings I think Robin asked me how many crossings 

they would have it's very large 

so maybe it's not good to think of them in terms of crossing them 

so this this gives us a really a concrete picture of what high distance would be  

and now of course we're not dealing with the plait presentation we're attaching these two tangles but 

the disk set on top is just a sub-set of the disk set i started with an so the distance is at least twelve still  

and now the question is what does this picture look like when you tube s one to s two 

um well let's say I tube along the red arc 

so I'm attaching a tube here and to get a clearer picture of what this looks like if it's level with respect to a 

high function then  

I just kind of hold this thing like a vacuum cord 

i i drag s one along this thing and  

and what I see is some three-strand tangle 

where each strand of the tangle is constructed just by  

taking two of the strands here so I just do purple and red 

and attaching them with an arc and green and red and attaching them with an arc and blue and red and 

attaching them with an arc 

and so the technical condition we needed to rule out this case  

if we choose one of these arcs and do this and maybe connect um  

we want i'll do it balloon here green to green there and purple to purple there  

if we can show that those are unknots 

or sorry that those are knotted that those are not unknots 

then this will give us the width that we want  

I'm rushing a little bit because I'm running out of time but I'd be happy to explain it further later but  

al is to produce this high-distance tangle that has this property that  

the these kind of knots  

are still knotted which there's really nothing to do with 

in terms of just distance but now 

we take this highly twisted knot diagram and fill it in with the right number of crossings 

and make these restrictions on whether the number is even or odd 

whether the crossings are positive or negative 

and those knots that result are all alternating diagrams so in fact 

we can use this machinery to to  



these forgetful knots do give us thing that that are knotted 

and th and that's the last case so we ruled out all the cases so the theorem is that  

this is thin position  

 

and before I run out of time I wanna mention this open problem 

so the whole kind of th the general theme of this is that  

Gabai thin position has some significant technical difficulties and some real subtleties 

but the the thin position itself has some really nice natural properties so the  

so the problem is apply the philosophy of thin position 

 

to uh say Morse two functions 

on four manifolds 

so i mean I I thought a little bit about this but to be honest I i'm not really in a position to think about 

this I do three manifolds more 

I think there's really something that could be said here you know you have these 

these uh these paths in your Morse two function that give rise to three manifolds so what if you try to 

make all of those three manifolds in thin position simultaneously is that possible 

and and what can you say about you know <inaudible> submanifolds and four manifolds using thin 

position ideas? 

and so uh anyway that's all I have to say thankyou 

 

 

yuh yuh 

 

 

just because you can you know fill in those tangles in a bunch of different ways you know 

 

no no I have I have no idea 

 

yeah 

 

yeah 

 

right 



 

no of course well because the thin surface by virtue of being compressible will lift to a surface that is 

compressible upstairs 

and so you get that it's not locally thin 

there's there's been a little bit of work um forget the authors but comparing thin position of knots to thin 

position of three manifoldsby taking double <?> covers but 

uh I think it's <name>, <name> and sombody else 

there's not much that has been said in high complexity cases. yeah 

 

yeah 

 

 

no well I don't for instance for this knot I think we can we can 

 

 

yeah well I don't think we actually say it but the the arguments that we're making basically rule out any 

thin position but this one 

yeah 

 

right yeah I can draw you a locally thin position where the thin levels are compressible <inaudibl 

 

so if you've got this box here and you've got this one here and you take these and stretch them down 

there of course now you have two thin levels and you have these two four-punctured spheres which are 

essential 

but this is not thin position doing it this increases the width way too much 

 

yeah right 

 

yeah and I think this yeah yeah 

 

so you take one of these braid boxes and you drag it underneath and you're incresing the width globally 

but nah you your two thin levels are kind of what you might wanna see 

 

 

 


